
DES 231:

Advertising
Week 5 Objective:  
Interactive intro



DES 231: Class 5

Today in class:
 
Creative Minute: Team G and H 
Lecture and group exercise
5th In Class Exercise due at 2:00
Home work assigned 
Small Group Meet Ups 10:30-2

*Take a minute to make sure you have uploaded the homework into Google slides
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Creative Minute: Team G 

and H

Take over :) 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2EgfkhC1eo
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Digital advertising has been evolving as fast as our 
technology will allow it, and sometimes faster. 

What started as “interactive” advertising, which 
was called that because you could click the 
banner, and it would drive you to the brands 
website.

Here's one of the first banners that ran on
Hotwired.com in 1994 
(Hotwired was Wired Magazine's online version)
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This campaign ran 13 years before the 
iPhone was introduced (2007) 

24 years before the Apple Watch was 
released (2018)

In 1994 Netflix mailed DVDs...they didn’t 
stream movies until 2007

Social media took off in 2009 when 
Facebook reached 350 million users
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Now you can create a new reality!

Which is pretty dang awesome.

BK’s Subservient chicken started it all 



2004

https://vimeo.com/16742192


2009

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEZdoDzFjBg










2012 Metro Trains in Melbourne, , 
Australia, to promote train safety

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJNR2EpS0jw&list=PLPE7xFAM9lDuApPOCSuAYU6nWQSWictWJ&index=2&t=0s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igtmPVXW7lc


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsmnSzN_oec
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The possibilities are as endless as 
the actual Internet.

Digital solutions are still approach 
in the same way as 
any other problem...

With research, finding an insight, 
then crafting a strategy and an 
execution. 



https://www.adsoftheworld.com/media/digital/burger_king_burger_kings_virtual_homecoming














"CTA" Call to action^

















Links to videos for Class 5

1993 AT&T You will campaign:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2EgfkhC1eo

Subservient Chicken: https://vimeo.com/16742192

3 Min video on band banners
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEZdoDzFjBg

Dumb way to die 3 min
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJNR2EpS0jw&list=PLPE7xFAM9lDuApPOCSuAYU6nWQS-
WictWJ&index=2&t=0s

Skittles: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igtmPVXW7lc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsmnSzN_oec

Burger King: 
https://www.adsoftheworld.com/media/digital/burger_king_burger_kings_virtual_homecoming

Examples of creative Banner ads:

Post it ads
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swifNQfu6tI

Unbox the banner-Ikea

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjeOGcL2oMU

Ikea:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMFe53auDjU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btTw9rHxilg

VW rabbit
https://vimeo.com/181529050

article on why banner ads still work in 2020:
https://adespresso.com/blog/banner-ad-examples-boost-sales/

If you are interested in how “retargeting” works...
https://www.outbrain.com/blog/remarketing-guide/
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In Class Exercise 5: 

Create targeted 
Creative banner ads 
for Local Yokels.
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In Class Exercise 5 Creative Brief: Local Yokels Creative banner ads 

This exercise is to be done with your teammate/s  

In Class Exercises are designed to take a total of 1 hour.  

Set a timer for :05 and list the websites that the target audience for Local Yokels frequents. 

Of those websites, pick one that you think would make the most sense for Local Yokels to have 
A digital presence on.  

Set a timer for :30 minutes and brainstorm ideas for creative banner ads for Local Yokels 
That would appear on your chosen website.  

Use any type of current technology available.  
Or create static banners specifically for the website you selected. 

You may use the insight we used in class: “Local Yokels brings the farmers market to you” 
or an insight that you have developed with your partner.  

Spend the next :25 selecting your favorite idea and sketch what would happen. 

Include a brief storyboard if needed.   

Post your favorite on Google slides.  

mailto:Lori.Peck@seattlecolleges.edu
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Art Directing a campaign that 
consists of many different sizes
requires simplicity. 

A simple solution and 
uncomplicated design.

Here’s an example...
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Simple, powerful visuals are 
important for breaking through 
the clutter and to build upon 
your campaign idea. 
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Homework:

Part 1: Take your top idea that fixed the Problem to Solve — from your original 15 
ideas from Work sheet 2-Local Yokels.pdf.

Part 2: Then expand that idea into 3 more executions = a campaign, and make 8.5 x 
11 sketches of them You should have 4 total. Keep in mind you have multiple aspect 
ratios in your layouts — so keep it simple and have a flexible art direction plan that 
accommodates this.

NEXT WEEK: Sign up for optional :30 check ins. Your homework is still due.







Team member one name here / Team member two here
Date
Bic Pen 50th Anniversary Outdoor Campaign 

Problem to solve: New York City Residents were ready to venture out doors after a lengthy and 
stressful lockdown. Although the NYC residents were allowed back outside, the threat of Covid-19 is 
still quite real. How do you encourage people to continue modifying their behavior and stay safe? 

Solution: Nobody likes to be scared into doing something. New York residents are known for getting 
right to the point. This campaign does the very New York thing by telling it to you straight- you need to 
continue to modify your behavior. However, instead of being preachy, it strikes a friendly “buddy like” 
tone reminding us that “We’re all in this together.”

Art direction/design: Handwritten typography reminds the viewer that the are humans behind the 
messages. The colored bands create a “ripple effect” design that reinforces the message that one 
person’s actions affect others. The vibrant colors and simple design jump out from the cluttered, busy 
environment of New York City. 















Small group schedule: Wed

10:30-11:10 Team C, H Seth/Erika and An/Justin 

11:10-11:50 Team G, E Daniel/Anders and Cara/Katherine/Tressa
 

12-12:40 Team A, F Alex/Ramie and Kayley/Nicole 

12:40-1:20 Team B, I Christine/Eroyn and Susan/Maxine

1:20-2:00 Team D, J Evan/Tom and Martin/Megumie/Cory

Optional Regroup session from 2:30-3:30. 
Please send me a slack message if you are attending



Small group schedule: Friday

10:30-11:10 Team C, H Kamaria/Hannah and Geeta/Lyria 

11:10-11:50 Team G, K Matilda/Hoa and Shruiti
 

12:00-12:40 Team A, F Chelsea/Ekran and Frankie/Clayton 

12:40-1:20 Team B, I Roderick/Jason and Ana/Joseph

1:20-2:00 Team D, E, J John/Emily and Heather/Cat and Ricardo/Ryan/Daniel

Optional Regroup session from 2:30-3:30. 
Please send me a slack message if you are attending



Week of Nov 2nd 

Advertising 

Today's Topic: 

Check in on progress for Local 

Yokels. In your check-in meetings: 

we'll go over campaign sketches. 

Bring your back up ideas.: 

- Click here to sig!J..!!P.: Sign UP.,

Genius Unk 

Homework: 

Take your campaign and create 2 

different art direction mood 

boards 

Upload to Google 
Slides by 9 am Week 7 

2 Art direction mood boards 

Upload Homework: 

Wednesday: 

Google Slides Homework 

Friday: 

Google Slides Homework 

<Link to sign up
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This weeks Learning Objective was:
1. Understanding what interactive advertising is

and how it’s used it successfully.
2. More on using insights and strategy to find a solution.

Send me a PRIVATE MESSAGE in the chat and give
a rating of 1-3 of your understanding of this week’s
Learning Objective:

1. Really confused-I’d like to meet with you to ask questions 1:1

2. Slightly confused, but I can figure it out with the materials
provided to the class on my own.

3. I’ve got it!





https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202074

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202074





